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Constructing a fully mapped virtual world is the premise of establishing the digital twin system; thus, the integration of BIM
(Building Information Modeling) and GIS (Geographic Information System) constitutes a fundamental part of the mature digital
twin. Although quite a few theoretical unified data models of BIM and GIS integration have been presented in precedent research,
the practical web-based applications and software support for real-world city information modeling are still difficult to achieve.
One of the challenges is storage inefficiency. It thence leads to burdens in exchange and analysis, which hugely impede the
realization of virtual-real fusion. To address that issue, in this research, we contribute to exploring an HDF- (Hierarchical Data
Format-) based, innovative, and synthesized scheme with three significant technical processes. First, data reorganization trims the
original data with efficient redundancy elimination and reordering for IFC-SPF (IFC STEP Physical File) and XML-encoded
CityGML (City Geography Markup Language). Next, bidirectional transformation methods for BIM and GIS modeling data,
images, and analytical data into HDF are proposed. +ey retain the entities and relationships in modeling data and can further
improve the compactness and accessibility by ultimately 60%–80% which saves 497,612 KB from 565,152 KB in the test of
ZhongChun transformation substation. Finally, data aggregation enhances the bond of the integrated model and heterogeneous
data resources from the transformed HDF files. +e case studies show that the approach proposed in this paper could reach high
efficiency for practicability of the BIM+GIS integration model. +is light-weight integration method can further improve the
front-end service responsiveness in digital twin applications.

1. Introduction

+ere is a trend that the researchers and the governments are
putting increasing emphasis on the multisource associated
event-driven city planning and management, from regular
facility maintenance to evacuation and rescue operations for
city-level disasters such as flood, wildfire, and earthquake. In
our perspective, the premise of making such an event-based
decision is to create the digital twin, literally a thorough,
dynamic digital reflection of the real urban environment
which should be capable of (1) containing as many city
features as possible, (2) synchronizing with its host dy-
namically through multiple urban data resources, and (3)
forming a real-time and integrated response to the events.
Functionally, two renowned kernel technologies are

integrated as the core foundation of the digital twin to
support the city features, known as BIM (Building Infor-
mation Modeling) at the microlevel and GIS (Geographic
Information System) at the macrolevel [1]. Previous at-
tempts for BIM and GIS integration often focus on the
semantic mapping of both informationmodels in static cases
[2–5], which is inadequate for practical digital twin appli-
cations. Generally speaking, for the web services which
generate gigabytes of data per second like urban online
services, the data to be processed at the edge can retain
shorter response time, more efficient processing, and smaller
network pressure [6]. It spawns a demand to explore an
efficient, cooperative, and heterogeneity-friendly approach
for data exchange, query, and integration in practical situ-
ations to relieve computing and storage burden. +ence, we
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conduct this research to deal with the merging of hetero-
geneous data formats, compact data storage and exchange,
and efficient response to urban events.

BIM excels at dealing with data storage and exchange for
3D models, especially the specific interior components of
structures, including buildings, tunnels, and bridges.
Meanwhile, GIS masters at managing the potential topo-
logical relationships between the entities and events in ex-
terior geographic spaces, while the interior information is
usually quite limited. +e concept of merging BIM and GIS
is naturally reasonable. Borrmann et al. state that integrating
BIM and GIS tools is essential for planning extensive in-
frastructure facilities [2]. Ninić et al. [7] also pointed out that
it is indispensable to integrate BIM and GIS when solving
multiple scalar issues of planning, designing, and analyzing
infrastructure projects [7]. Based on comprehensive BIM-
GIS integration, in the future, the urban stakeholders, in-
cluding governments or single residents, will be able to
create a sustainable living environment [1] through more
intelligent and approachable management patterns for en-
ergy management or lifecycle management. To realize this
schema-level forge, plenty of researchers [3–5, 8–13] have
been endeavoring for years on analyzing and refactoring
those two notable vendor-neutral data standards, IFC and
CityGML. IFC (Industry Foundation Classes) is designed to
describe the indoor building environment, and comple-
mentarily, CityGML (City Geography Markup Language)
conveys the outdoor urban environment as more powerful.
+ey have great potential in storage, manipulation, orga-
nization, and exchange of urban data. For the sake of serving
as stable, open, and consensus standard data models, both of
them are vendor-neutral.

However, there are two main challenges during the
attempt at integrating those two technologies. +e first one
is about conceptual data models. +e incompatibilities in
IFC and CityGML schema, especially the geometric rep-
resentation [8] and the entity ambiguity, are so aggravating
for BIM-GIS integrated applications.+e other one is about
the scale of integrated data. When the project scale grows,
the data complexity, heterogeneity, and volume will ex-
plosively increase. Even for a simple city application,
gigabyte-level data storage, transmission, and analysis are
quite ubiquitous.

At present, pertinent researchers have spent much at-
tention enhancing or extending the concepts of data models,
which is undoubtedly essential. However, in comparison, the
necessity of developing an efficient storage and exchange
format for integrated information has been long overlooked.
To make up for the conceptual incompatibilities in both data
structures, the researchers have generally followed two re-
spective measures: embedding BIM to GIS or merging them
into a uniform, customized data structure. +e first attempts
include geometric representation transforming [8, 9, 13],
georeferencing [10], property mapping [11], multiscale
geometric semantic modeling [2], and geometric translation
through an indirect path [12]. At the same time, the second
attempt involves developing an integrated data model for
underground utility management [3] and presenting an
ontology-based general data model for integration [4, 5].

When transforming the geometries and semantics from
IFC into the target CityGML, no matter which schemes to
use, it is inevitable to encounter the inherent defects of
CityGML listed by Yang and Eastman [14]. +e defects
inheriting from XML (Extensible Markup Language), GML
(Geographic Markup Language), and from CityGML itself
include high parsing cost, too many possible variations of
geometric representation, verbiage, and hence massive
storage burden. Deng et al. [15] succeeded in mapping
partial geometrical representations, Brep (Boundary Rep-
resentation), Sweptsolid, and CSG (Constructive Solid Ge-
ometry) of IFC into Brep of CityGML for LoD1∼LoD4 (LoD:
Level of Detail). However, the storage size of LoD4 in
CityGML will grow to 250%∼400% compared with the
original IFC files [15]. Additionally, even a low level-of-
detail (LoD2) of a single city might be easily over 2GB
(without compression). +ese phenomena will cause di-
sastrous effects on those high storage-dependent applica-
tions in BIM-GIS integration, such as urban-level
visualization and big data analysis. As a result, they will
reduce the reusability and the capacity of processing the
data.

+is paper aims to find a practical solution to relieve the
storage burden, which can improve data mining capacity in
urban data and solve the insufficiency of existent data
formats of BIM and GIS for digital twin development. We
conduct this research to settle this issue from pretransform,
transform, and posttransform processes. More specifically, it
is divided into first the refinement of source data such as
IFC-SPF, XML-encoded CityGML, pictures, and so on
(without format change), then the transformation into a
compact, unified data format (Hierarchical Data Format,
HDF [16]) (with format change), and finally the enhance-
ment of the bond between each data resource. +us, three
crucial procedures are proposed: (1) data reorganization of
IFC-SPF and XML-encoded CityGML files; (2) data trans-
formation for IFC-SPF, CityJSON, photos, time history
functions, and so on; and (3) data aggregation of the
transformed heterogeneous data.

To facilitate understanding, the rest of this paper is
organized as follows. In Section 2, the fundamental features
and defects of current BIM-GIS integrated data management
will be analyzed. It will then introduce the candidate data
format HDF and two experimental, inspiring light-weight
data formats (IFC-HDF and CityJSON). In Section 3, the
following stuff elaborates on this research’s principal
methodologies, including data refinement, data transfor-
mation, and data aggregation. Next, in Section 4, we will
present result evaluation and case validation in integrating
BIM and GIS through HDF. In Section 5, the main con-
tributions in current research are summarized. Finally, in
Section 6, a few directions in the further study are presented.

2. Background

2.1. Basic Features of BIM-GIS Projects. It is genuinely
common to have multiple sources of data files in one BIM-
GIS application, such as emergency response [17], leading to
two unignorable challenges: storage burden and data
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heterogeneity issues. On the one hand, in a typical AEC
(Architecture, Engineering, and Construction) project, the
relevant information resources might involve not only
building information models but also 2D drawings, docu-
mentation, photographs, point cloud data, FEM (Finite
Element Method) data, etc. On the other hand, there are also
multiple geographic data resources, such as maps, texture,
oblique photogrammetry data, and so forth. Although BIM
and GIS technologies have been endeavoring to merge their
relevant data into their respective open consensus data
models, it is impossible to cover and transform all other data
models with massive preliminary preparation.

2.2. Defects of Current Official Data Formats of IFC and
CityGML in Data Sharing. Data serialization is a term in
computer science that represents the process of converting
structured data to a format that allows the sharing of the data
in a form that can recover its original structure [18]. +e
most prevalent IFC format is IFC-SPF (STEP Physical File,
STEP is STandard for the Exchange of Product Model Data,
with the extension of “.ifc”). Concurrently, there are also
several variations such as IFC-XML (Extensible Markup
Language) for cross-domain information exchange, IFC-
JSON (JavaScript Object Notation) [19] for web-based ap-
plications, and IFC-OWL (Web Ontology Language) [20]
for linked data services. In contrast, CityGML owns one
specific official data format referred to as XML-encoded
CityGML. Besides, there are some experimental alternatives
for both data standards, namely, IFC-HDF and CityJSON. A
detailed discussion of both formats will be presented later in
this article.

Here are some issues in BIM-GIS transformation. +e
data formats mentioned above might have one or more
following disadvantages.

(1) Text-based: it is a tricky feature of a data format, as it
can be profitable for increasing human readability
but needs massive labor work when being parsed.
+e data formats in BIM are text-based. +eir entity
instances tend to be laid out in files since their
implicit relationships are established by references
such as #45� IFCAXIS2PLACEMENT3D (#42, #43,
and #44) in IFC-SPF. It is difficult for highly efficient
random information access. +erefore, it induces
poor performance in cases with considerable
building information. +e parsing of CityGML, as
mentioned before, has great difficulty in dealing with
malformed XML. In contrast, in the binary format,
HDF organizes the collected data with a predefined
hierarchical structure. It allows the users to access
the information randomly and isochronally by
tracking the path reference link. Although HDF
format is binary serialized, it is also self-described
and highly readable after decoding. It enables the
users without prior knowledge of HDF format to
smoothly explore the file and retrieve data required
because all information, such as data hierarchy and
data types, is encoded in itself [21].

(2) Verbose (IFC-XML, IFC-JSON, IFC-OWL, and
XML-encoded CityGML): those IFC formats ex-
plicitly translate the metadata hidden in IFC-SPF
from relative schema specifications and repeat these
attribute names in each instance declaration, as
shown in Figure 1. It improves readability to some
extent but will generally burden 13%, 48%, and even
1272% on storage for each format than the original
IFC-SPF [22].+e same dilemma occurs in CityGML
since the root format is XML, where related devel-
opers have long criticized the verbosity. On the other
hand, a feature in HDF, the so-called compound data
type, fixes both readability and verbosity issues. To
illustrate, Figure 2 suggests that the attribute names
will be declared only once as data types for each type
instantiation of IFC, while the whole file remains
easy to understand.

(3) Redundant: during the whole lifetime of each BIM or
GIS project, no matter which schema version (IFC
Schema Specification-buildingSMART Technical
[23]; CityGML | OGC [24]) the model file complies
with, data redundancy involving instance repetition
and geometry complexity [25] is unintentionally
generated, as depicted in Figure 3. Sometimes, it may
even accumulate up to 60–70% in relatively large
models [26]. To achieve further performance on
BIM-GIS integrated applications, data redundancy
eliminating pretreatments based on the original SPF
file are inevitable.
In this paper, the pretreatment of IFC-SPF, which
includes duplicate removal and instance reordering,
will be introduced. It is noteworthy that this pre-
treatment process is also feasible during the trans-
lation to other data formats of IFC.

(4) Storage challenge: all the prevalent IFC formats have
this issue, even for IFC-SPF. Meanwhile, using XML-
encoded CityGML as a 3D urban data storage usually
tends to cost massive file size [14], especially in high
level-of-detail cases. In Krijnen’s fundamental work
on IFC-HDF, he has mentioned some vital con-
clusions that IFC-HDF is far more compact than the
other formats and could have an alluring perfor-
mance that saves around 50–70% size in comparison
with IFC-SPF on large building models [27]. Unlike
many different data formats, HDF allows the ex-
ploiters to randomly access information by indexing
with decompressing the chunked datasets of interest
rather than the whole file. +e compact storage and
random access capability of data archives will pro-
foundly enhance data transmission and demon-
stration performance.

(5) Incomplete: IFC schema is designed extensible,
which allows the professional developers to attach
their findings or integrate information from other
domains onto IFC schema as extensions, for in-
stance, structural health monitoring [28], point
cloud [29], design change management [30], and so
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on. Likewise, CityGML also allows these kinds of
Application Domain Extension (ADE) to increase
the schema’s extensibility. However, such extension
development work might cost lots of human labor,
and it usually relies on a particular version of the
schema. Besides, to some extent, those schema ex-
tensions enrich the valuable information that the
original schema can participate in specific applica-
tions, but, due to its domain-related features, the
data it can store and present are still quite limited.
Contrarily, HDF, the domain-neutral binary data
format, is compatible with various kinds of data
formats. Hence, it is essential for the efficient or-
ganization of heterogenetic data in complex projects.

Owing to its capacity in efficiently treating those het-
erogeneous data, the specific data format, Hierarchical Data
Format (HDF), is chosen as the candidate format for re-
lieving the storage burden and dealing with data hetero-
geneity issues in this research. +e following paragraphs will
make a brief introduction to HDF.

2.3. HDF’s Basic Concepts

(1) Definition and function: vividly speaking, HDF is
analogous to a powerful, portable synthesis of da-
tabases and organized file systems. As defined by its
official organization, it is designed as a scientific
binary data format capable of supporting an un-
limited variety of data types and is portable and
extensible for high volume and complex data [16, 31].
It is widely supported for creation, edition, and
parsing by popular programming languages such as
C, Fortran, C++, Java, Python, Matlab, IDL, etc.
Besides, it also excels at hierarchical compartmen-
talization and self-descriptive compound data type
[32].

(2) Characteristics: one of HDF’s most attractive fea-
tures for complicated projects is that it can be treated
as a versatile file system and can hold various het-
erogeneous datasets, including images, tables,
graphs, and even documents, including PDF or Excel
besides the primary datasets.

(3) Specialty: HDF adopts a specific chunked com-
pression storage method, through which the whole
binary file can be decomposed intuitively into a
customized or predefined number of data chunks
with an inherent identification index. Due to the
chunked compression feature, HDF is adept at
storing considerable amounts of data with an as-
tonishing rapid random information retrieval, which
is truly precious for city-level data management.

In comparison to relational databases, the option of
using HDF as a target repository to help incorporate the
storage and manipulation of metadata and data in specific

Figure 2: An exemplary dataset for type IfcBuildingElementPart of IFC in HDFViewer 3.1.0 as a demonstration of data simplicity in HDF.

IfcJSON fragment IFC-SPF fragment

Figure 1: Expression comparison between IfcJSON and IFC-SPF format.

IFC-SPF segment

Figure 3: Simple data redundancy in IFC-SPF.
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applications can remarkably improve the portability and
flexibility [33]. HDF meets the requirements of both light-
weight data transmission and real-time interoperation with
low delay in BIM-GIS integration applications.

2.4. Two Enlightening Data Formats. Referring to the latest
studies [14, 27, 29, 32, 34], to develop a proper exchange data
format for light-weight applications in BIM and GIS, re-
spectively, two promising alternatives have been proposed,
respectively, namely, CityJSON and IFC-HDF. Both have
splendid features innately when serving as a potential
compact variant. Hence, it is quite natural to come up with a
scheme that assimilates them as two base data formats and
make proper adjustments to develop an appropriate con-
tainer for BIM-GIS integration. Before that, some essential
characteristics of CityJSON and IFC-HDF will be discussed
first.

2.4.1. CityJSON. CityJSON is developed to offer a compact
and developer-friendly alternative data format, namely,
JSON (JavaScript Object Notation), for storing 3D city
models rather than the original inefficient CityGML,
according to its website [35]. Although it remains experi-
mental and underexamined by practical experiences, the
characteristic it possesses is quite impressive [14]. In
comparison with XML-encoded CityGML, CityJSON is
much more compact (about one-sixth of equivalent XML-
encoded CityGML), which is essential for serving as an
acceptable exchange format. It is easier to deal with by
developers since JSON is a long liable data format and more
human-readable.

When XML-encoded CityGML is being parsed into
CityJSON, some significant changes have beenmade. First, it
removes the direct hierarchical relations (for instance, the
component trunks contained in a particular city object) of
CityGML. It rebuilds them into an implicit form: parent/
children relation to realizing the aim of a relatively flattened
data structure. +is treatment is controversial because it will
undoubtedly improve the random accessibility of minor
components. Still, in another view, it might decrease the
human readability and proficiency when searching for the
composition relationships. Secondly, to enlarge the flexi-
bility of the primary feature of numerous vertices’ point
storage due to Brep shape representation, the developers of
CityJSON figured out a solution where the coordinates of
vertices are segregated from the former slots in those
primitive GML leaves and then rearranged with duplicate
removal. +e superior entities must reference the point
through the index. Furthermore, in CityJSON, most object
IDs embody 3D primitive geometric form element IDs
except for city objects and semantic surfaces [14].

As a GIS-specific exchange data format, CityJSON will
no doubt be powerful, but there are still some adjustments
required to make for this research’s purpose. LoD4 (the
interior environment) of city objects in CityGML, including
building, bridge, and tunnel modules, was not designed to be
involved in CityJSON. Even if it were supported, it would
affect data management (due to the indexmapping) and data

storage [22] itself to some extent. +is omission might
decrease the analysis dimension of this format for specific
applications that need indoor data. For completeness, the
interior data are compensated with IFC by converting both
indoor and outdoor information into a particular compact
exchange data format, namely, HDF, here, with a method to
seamlessly transform the geometric and semantic infor-
mation for both data structures. Besides, in the XML or
JSON data format, the texture materials tend to be attached
beyond the main file. It might cause some inefficiency when
carrying on data transmission. +e pretreatment of ap-
pearances is considered and will then be converted into the
target HDF to improve the data completeness further.

2.4.2. IFC-HDF. +e scientific binary data format, HDF, was
first introduced to IFC in 2015 by Krijnen et al. [34]. +is
series of work about IFC-HDF [27, 29, 32, 34] revealed the
possibility to develop a new variation of IFC for exchange,
query, and storage with HDF’s remarkable storage capacity,
high compression, and random information retrieval ability
of large volume data cases and its aptitude to be compatible
with a wide range of heterogeneous data types.

Before being adopted in the AEC industry, HDF as an
efficient exchange data format has already had great fame in
different applications of all kinds of fields for many years,
especially in those sensitive with data storage and query
capacity such as web-based visualization and high-perfor-
mance, parallel data analysis [36]. It is common sense that
with the development of data acquisition methods, the data
scale and data complexity for each field, involving BIM and
GIS, have become an inspiring treasure and a severe issue
simultaneously. As data scale and heterogeneity grow, plain
text-based data formats will cause problems when pro-
cessing substantial N-dimensional datasets. +en, the sys-
tems’ scalability and flexibility will be challenged [37]. HDF,
as a self-described, neutral data format, has some essential
characteristics for web-based services, including efficient
parallel I/O (Input/Output) for fast read/write, compact data
storage, and storage and management of metadata and data
provenance information to facilitate complex analysis
workflows [36]. Hence, researchers or professionals tend to
select HDF as the fundamental data archive format for high-
performance real-time analysis and visualization systems
owing to its splendid storage and access efficiency. For
example, HDF has been exploited by nuclear physics [38],
analytical chemistry [21], spaceborne altimetry [39], social
science [40], meteorology [36], and so forth.

Krijnen 2019, stated that there are more inspiring facts
about the effects of using HDF as the data format of the 3D
building information [32]. Two critical conclusions can be
derived: (1) for data storage, a well-padded HDF with its
inherent compression will reach one-fifth (maximum 80%
compression ratio in particular cases) of the original IFC-
SPF and nearly the same or even better than IFC-SPF (gzip);
(2) for processing and access time, IFC-HDF will be far more
efficient than IFC-SPF in all cases and the query time
surprisingly remains almost same for different scales of
model thanks to its chunked compression algorithm. IFC-
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ZIP also has great compression capacity, but when used for
information extraction, the whole clumsy file needs to be
decompressed first, while HDF need not be due to its
chunked compression mechanism.

Analogous to CityJSON, IFC-SPF has been designed to
present the content with flattening data mode. At the same
time, unlike CityJSON, IFC-SPF spreads out almost all el-
ements as entity instances in its model file (ISO 10303-21 :
2002 [41]).

For the sake of rebuilding the hierarchical system of the
model through the implicit references, the whole text-based
file must be parsed first, and the relationships must be re-
trieved. For large model files, this process based on IFC-SPF
might be challenging. HDF provides a flexible alternative to
search for interest without parsing the whole hierarchical
system due to random access capability.

3. Methodology

+e succeeding subsections are divided into three functional
parts: data reorganization, data transformation, and data
aggregation. We proposed a methodology that links up the
above three procedures to support the storage, exchange,
and retrieval of large-scale project data in practical digital
twin applications. +e processes of each part are summa-
rized in Figure 4. +ey are set to be extensible and modular,
which means components in this approach are flexible to
embrace data processing efficiency.

Here is a brief explanation of the technology roadmap
depicted in Figure 4. +e first phase is the data reorgani-
zation. It processes the raw data from source files with re-
spective pretreatment methods for each data resource,
including IFC-SPF, CityJSON, images, and analytical data.
We contribute to detecting and eliminating the duplicate
redundancies and reference redundancies in IFC-SPF with
high performance during the data reorganization. +e next
phase is the data transformation. It takes charge of trans-
forming the pretreated data into HDF. In this phase, we try
to maintain each source’s data structure to realize the bi-
directional transformation, which means it is feasible to
regenerate the source file back from the transformed HDF.
Besides, our contribution is to present a recursion solution
to change the information embedded in CityGML/CityJSON
to the target format HDF, and the reversal conversion is also
realized. +e final phase is data aggregation. It is responsible
for establishing the semantic links between the objects in the
transformed heterogeneous resources under the supervision
of project ontologies derived from practical situations and
experiences to enhance the bond between the transformed
data.

Utilizing the comprehensive approach with data reor-
ganization, data transformation, and data aggregation based
on HDF proposed in this research, the BIM-GIS related data
can be integrated at the storage and semantic level in a more
practical way. Furthermore, there is another point to be
mentioned. In each phase, the procedures’ outcomes can be
exported separately as the resource for other situations,
which gives this scheme more flexibility to adapt to new
applications.

3.1. Data Reorganization. To further promote the efficiency
and performance of data exchange, storage, and analysis of
BIM-GIS integration, some pretreatments for different
primitive data resources are necessary. Compared to the
modeling data studied in this paper, the reorganization of
images and analytical data is relatively simple; this phase of
those data is moved into the data transformation section. In
this subsection, we emphasize the methods applied to IFC-
SPF and XML-encoded CityGML.

3.1.1. Procedures for IFC-SPF. +is procedure for IFC-SPF
is composed of two functional parts: eliminating redun-
dant information and reordering instances. Both are
based on pure text processing and hence version-neutral
with different IFC schema, which guarantees no infor-
mation loss.

(1) Elimination of Redundant Information. Redundancy
always occurs in each IFC file, no matter what the file size is.
Additionally, there is a positive correlation between file size
and data redundancy. A more intuitive demonstration of
this phenomenon will be exhibited later with example files in
Section 4.1.

Four procedures for the elimination of redundant in-
formation are proposed (Algorithm 1): Text separation∗,
Repetition detection∗, Reference replacement∗, and
Reassembly∗. +ere are three necessary containers to
maintain the process which are CD (Content Dictionary) for
storing instance content with its identifiers where the key is
instance id (the value is the wrapped content), RR (Reference
Relationship Dictionary) for storing reference relationships
such as {‘#30’:[‘#24’,’#31’]} in #30� IFCLOCALPLAC
EMENT (#24,#31) case, RP (Repetition Pair Dictionary) for
storing detected duplicates, and their replacements such as
{‘#40’:’#34’ or wrapped #34} in #40� IFCDIRECTION
(1.,0.,0.) and #34� IFCDIRECTION (1.,0.,0.) case.

Main data flow (Figure 5): the BodySection retrieved
through TextSplit will be transported to RepetionDetect to
traverse each instance. During the traversal, the instance
line will be split as ID-Content pair with a content rep-
etition check to make sure whether it is redundant or not.
After that, reference replacement will be executed to re-
place the redundant instances’ ID with its initial sibling.
Finally, all sections will be reassembled as the target
output.

Note: it is generally impossible to get complete trimming
for a redundant IFC-SPF with just one epoch, owing to its
tree-like reference structure, which will generate recursive
redundancy. An illustration is presented in Figure 6 to
elaborate on this phenomenon.

Iteration of instance line generation is taken to refrain
from insufficient trimming. +e iteration would be termi-
nated once the count of repetition pairs reaches zero. After
several trials (Figure 7), patterns emerge that the duplicate
removal process’s epochs will come close to 11 or more,
implicitly determined by the deepest branch of IFC structure
(might be slightly different depending on the IFC schema
version, here checked IFC2x3).
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Do Step 1: text separation

Do Step 2: repetition detection

Loop Step 3: reference replacement

Do Step 4: reassembly

Main data flow

IFC file Lines

HeadSection

FootSection

BodySection

…

START

BodySection ID+Content Repeat in CD?

RP

CD

RR
Y

N
Traversal

3 dictionaries:
CD–Content Dictionary, RR–Reference Relation Dictionary
RP–Repetition Pair Dictionary

ID1:ID2 pair
Search

RR

RP Traversal

ID1
CDID3 list

Replace ID1 in Content (ID3 list) with ID2

RP is empty?

Skip Step 3 to Step 4
Y

N

BodySection_renewRestart
Step 2

BodySection_renew

HeadSection

FootSection

Text lines
Assemble

IFC_trimmed_fileCD

Figure 5: Data flowchart for duplicate removal of IFC-SPF.

Input: File: Original IFC Step Physical File
Output: File // Final trimmed file

(1) function DUPLICATEREMOVE(File)
(2) Lines ← File.readlines()
(3) // do Step 1
(4) TextSpilt(Lines)⟶ HeadSection, BodySection, FootSection
(5) // do Step 2
(6) RepetitionDetect(BodySection)⟶ CD, RR, RP
(7) // loop Step 3 until length[RP]� 0, where RP can be renewed by Step 2
(8) ReferenceReplace(CD, RR, RP)⟶ BodySectionrenew
(9) // do Step 4
(10) Reassembly(Headsection, BodySectionrenew, FootSection)⟶ Filenew
(11) return Filenew
(12) end function

ALGORITHM 1: Duplicate removal: remove the repetition occurred in IFC-SPF.

IFC ImageCityGML Analytical data

Raw data

Optimized
IFC-SPF

(1) Data reorganization

CityJSON or optimized
XML-encoded CityGML Pretreated data

RGB Resized array

IFC in HDF CityGML in HDF Image in HDF Analytical 
data in HDF Transformed data

(2) Data transformation

Integrated data

(3) Data aggregation

Compact integrated data through data aggregation under the supervision 
of a project ontology driven by practical situations and experiences

Intermediate 
output

Intermediate 
output

Consequent
output

Figure 4: Methodology of this research.
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(2) Reordering of the Instances. +is treatment aims to
reset the instance order with one principle: the more
frequently an instance is referenced, the smaller the re-
ferred identifier is assigned. Assigning frequently refer-
enced objects with short identifiers can help decrease the
byte cost of serialization. +e compactibility can be fur-
ther improved since the bytes for storage the references
take decrease. Analogous to duplicate removal, the critical
point is to find the appropriate substitutes for the target
reference in “instance content.” However, unlike dupli-
cate removal, reordering does not need iterations. If this
process begins right behind duplicate removal, then it can
be simplified.

Instance reordering (Algorithm 2): Reference count∗, ID
substitution∗, and Reassembly∗. +ere are two necessary
containers to maintain the process, which are RC (Reference
Count Dictionary) and CD (Content Dictionary). CD here
has almost the same capability as that in the Duplicate
Removal section, while RC stores the frequency of each
instance being referenced.

Main data flow (Figure 8): the retrieved BodySection will
be split into ID-Content pairs. Meanwhile, the reference
count will be recorded as the sorting principle. After that,
reassign each instance’s ID and further substitute the ref-
erence IDs in the instance contents. Finally, all sections will
be reassembled as the target output.

Model 1

Model 2

Model 3

Model 4

Model 5

Model 2 Model 4 Model 6

Figure 7: A demonstration of the epoch cost of each test model in this research (detailed information of each model will be discussed in
Section 4).

Input: BodySection: List of Instances
Output: Filenew

(1) function INSTANCEREORDER(BodySection)
(2) // do Step 1
(3) ReferenceCount(BodySection)⟶ RC, CD
(4) // do Step 2
(5) IDSubstitute(RC, CD)⟶ BodySectionrenew
(6) // do Step 3
(7) Reassembly(HeadSection, BodySectionrenew, FootSection)⟶ Filenew
(8) return Filenew
(9) end function

ALGORITHM 2: Instance reordering: reorder the instances based on the particular principle that the more frequently an instance is
referenced, the smaller the referred identifier is assigned.

1st epoch

2nd epoch

IFC-SPF segment

Figure 6: Recursive redundancy in IFC.
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In Figure 9, part of the reference count statistics of each
test model is demonstrated. It will be convenient for us to
make the ID substitution process by extracting the original
files’ reference frequency.

3.1.2. Procedures for XML-Encoded CityGML

(1) Removal of the Vertex Redundancy. In XML-encoded
CityGML, to guarantee its explicit hierarchical structure of
city object instantiation, the geometric representations such as
surfaces and vertices tend to be embedded deep and separately
in related XML trees. +at feature will generate geometric
redundancy. Although the reference solutions based on x-link
are proposed to relieve this dilemma, due to GML’s versatile
representation patterns, this problem can still not be radically
solved. Contrarily, after converting the representations into
CityJSON, all vertices are extracted, and the surfaces can
remain connected to relevant vertices by a particular indexing
mechanism inherited fromWavefront OBJ [14, 42]. With this
isolated vertex container, the duplicates can be removed, and
the reference can be refreshed completely. Besides, by now,
CityJSON has supported the bidirectional conversion with
XML-encoded CityGML. Hence, it is worthwhile to trans-
form XML-encoded CityGML into CityJSON, which can be
processed by an open-source toolkit citygml-tools [43] before
merging data into HDF.

(2) Pretreatment for Irregular Datasets. Based on its process
difficulty, the original data containers in CityJSON can be
divided into three levels: regular, semiregular, and irregular.
In contrast, because of its EXPRESS specialty, the IFC data
can be all regarded as a regular level.

(a) Regular: in the regular cases, the original data are
well formed with the fixed dimensional size of data,

including vertices (x, y, and z table stored, as shown
in Figure 10) and vertices-texture. +ose kinds of
data can be parsed directly into a highly compressed
data form.

(b) Semiregular: for example, in the case of appear-
ance in CityJSON, the textures are listed with
verbose but regular map elements, which can be
parsed as a compound 2D data table, as depicted in
Figure 11.

(c) Irregular: the irregular data are an aggravating issue
when making the transformation process. For in-
stance, in CityJSON, inherited from GML, the
boundaries can be composed of different kinds of
patches, leading to dimension confusion and diffi-
culty to be parsed as a compact data table in HDF.
Hence, padding is added to the original container
and the voids are filled with “−1” to solve this di-
lemma. +is pretreatment contains three steps: de-
tect irregular arrays, calculate the maximum scale for
each dimension, and finally, resize the container with
paddings filled with −1.

+e result of padded irregular data in HDF is shown as
follows (Figure 12). For convenience in presentation, the
second and third dimensions are switched, but the data
stored are still in dimension size of 10×1× 6.

3.2. Data Transformation. As being narrated above, due to
its remarkable adaptability of supporting heterogeneous data
sources and other strengths, HDF is chosen as the candidate
storage and exchange data format in this research to support
the integration of BIM and GIS. +e following subsections
put forward the bidirectional transformation for four kinds
of data in BIM-GIS integration, including IFC, CityJSON,
images, and analytical data.

Instance lines ID+Content

CD

RC

Traversal
2 dictionaries:
CD–Content Dictionary
RC–Reference Count Dictionary

RC RCS

IP1

IP2

CD CD′ CD″

sort

Substitute

Substitute

BodySection_renew

HeadSection

FootSection

Text lines
Assemble

fileCD″

1 list:
RCS–RC sorted list
2 dictionaries:
IP1–ID pair dictionary 1
IP2–ID pair dictionary 2

Do Step 1: reference count

Do Step 2: ID substitution

Do Step 3: reassembly

Main data flow

Figure 8: Data flowchart for instance reordering of IFC-SPF.
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Figure 10: Regular vertex storage in HDF, with 2.503 compression ratio and 47220 vertices.

Figure 11: Original form in JSON (left) and resultant form in HDF (right), with 33.388 :1 compression ratio in texture case; the source file is
3-20-DELFSHAVEN from [35].

Figure 12: Original form in JSON (left) and resultant form in HDF (right) in boundary case.

Model 1

Model 2

Model 3

Model 4

Model 5

Model 6Model 2 Model 4 Model 6

Figure 9: A demonstration of reference count statistics extracted from the original files.
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Two fundamental data units in HDF are group and
dataset. Dataset is analogous to the table in relational da-
tabases, and group is similar to the directory in a file system.
Besides, both data units can have attributes to store extra
information, which is helpful when converting a complex
data structure such as CityJSON.

3.2.1. IFC-SPF to HDF. +is transformation work references
an officially published ISO standard, ISO /TS 10303-26 : 2011
binary representation of EXPRESS-driven data [44]. Since
IFC is a variant of EXPRESS, it is feasible to transplant
EXPRESS-HDF into IFC-HDF. For interoperability, a
promotion to the parsing process has been made so that the
reverse transformation, namely, from HDF to IFC-SPF, can
also be accomplished. Besides, through this algorithm, it will
not be necessary to rely on a particular IFC-relevant toolkit
in parsing or regenerating IFC-SPF. +e critical point is to
extract information such as explicit attributes directly from
the original EXPRESS-based schema. It also allows us to
parse the IFC-SPFs regardless of the version of the IFC
schema. Furthermore, to get prepared for the data aggre-
gation phase, an index map between IFC-SPF-based iden-
tifier and HDF-based identifier is deliberately appended to
the main contents as can be seen in Figure 13. In Section 3.3,
more details about the function of the index map will be
explained.

As is represented in Algorithm 3, it is feasible to gain
bidirectional transformation between IFC-SPF and HDF
through those two functions. +e metadata of the original
file will be extracted and parsed as the HDF’s attributes. It is
critical to parse the raw instance text lines into the form of
“inst_id� ifctype (paramList)” to wrap the instances with
their relevant explicit attributes. +e reverse transformation
depends on unwrapping and reassembly.

Besides, after several tests, it is proved that the bidi-
rectional transformation here is seamless, which means it
will be much compacter and, more importantly, safe to store
the source data.

3.2.2. CityJSON to HDF. IFC is a derivation of EXPRESS,
making it possible to represent complicated data models
with an object-oriented approach concisely [45]. Hence, the
model information involved in IFC-SPF, due to its EX-
PRESS-like configuration, can be easily parsed as field-value
datasets and then dumped into HDF. However, on the
contrary, CityJSON tends to elaborate its contents with
explicit hierarchical data structure with numerous, disperse,
small lists, which is challenging to be parsed directly into
HDF. So far, we have managed to realize the bidirectional
transformation by tracking the whole hierarchical structure
in CityJSON through recursion. +e inefficient explicit hi-
erarchy causes the major storage challenge here. In future
work, we consider developing an object-oriented variant of
CityGML/CityJSON to flatten the data structure further.+e
below graph (Figure 14) is an HDF diagram that represents a
typical CityJSON file. It contains the transformed data re-
sources and their relationships. +e dashed line refers to
reference redirecting in HDF.

Algorithms 4 and 5 show how to constitute the bidi-
rectional conversion between CityJSON and HDF. Recur-
sion is the key to the conversion processes here. +e
recursion process helps us to maintain the whole original
hierarchy from CityJSON without grasping the complicated
structure in advance.

In the positive conversion from CityJSON to HDF, a
particular function named DictParse is designed to expe-
rience recursion.+e inputs are (a) “hdfFile,” the target HDF
for writing, (b) “aDict,” the recursive data units, and (c)
“prev_path,” the path of the parent group stored in the target
HDF. It is essential to check the input dictionary’s values,
whether they are instances of a dictionary, list, or others, to
further recurse or parse them into HDF datasets and at-
tributes. Additionally, in the particular case that needs
converting a list of objects into HDF data units, some
subgroups are inserted in the form of “_list_item_#num” to
remind the back-conversion process to translate the items
into a list.

On the other hand, in the reversal conversion from HDF
to CityJSON, similarly, another function designed to ex-
perience recursion is GroupWalk. +e inputs contain (a)
“group,” the reversive data unit stored in HDF, (b)
“grandParentNode,” the grandparent node related to cur-
rent data defined in target dictionary, (c) “parentNode,” the
parent node related to current data defined in target dic-
tionary, and (d) “rootDict,” the target output dictionary.
+is process is to assemble the target output dictionary with
the data extracted from source HDF through recursion.
Groups in HDF are iterated to find the attributes and
datasets to parse them into the target dictionary. When
dealing with datasets, if the datasets are detected as padded,
it will be cleaned first before further transformation. Besides,
a list is allocated here to prepare to hold the objects in the
“list_item_#num” group and, finally, attach the list directly
to the grandparent node if the list’s length is not zero.

3.2.3. Image to HDF. Image is an indispensable part of
practical digital twin projects. In this section, we will focus
on the reorganization and transformation of images. With
the help of OpenCV (an open toolkit for image processing)
[46], the large source TIFF and BMP images, or processed
PNG and JPG, will be feasible to be compressed with dif-
ferent qualities (0–100) into HDF and be regenerated tomeet
the need of specific applications. +e images should be
further encoded through OpenCV as streaming data in
storage to increase storage efficiency; meanwhile, they can be
decoded as real image files for formal utility. +e algorithm
of the processes above is summarized in Algorithm 6. Be-
sides, the procedure of image processing might be followed
by the flowchart in Figure 15. In the last process of Figure 15,
it shows the result of decoding the stored image data in HDF
and restitute to regular images.

3.2.4. Analytical Data to HDF. Most analytical data have a
fine structure and primary data types, which can be easily
parsed into HDF. Here is an example of time history
functions. +e input time history functions grouped with 1,
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2, and Z directions will be resized and then serialized into
HDF, as shown in Figure 16.

3.3. DataAggregation. As is narrated at the beginning of the
Methodology section, this phase, data aggregation, is critical
to integrating the transformed heterogeneous data related to
the digital twin by establishing semantic links between them
under a practical project ontology’s supervision. +e on-
tology enables us to extract the partial, pertinent data from
HDF in a particular logic. We consider the comprehensive of
the transformed HDF files as a compact version of the BIM-
GIS project repository, which can hold the necessary data for
multiple urban simulations or other applications. +is re-
pository will include typical modeling data and relevant
analytical data. +e required data for a specific integrated

application can be queried [27], extracted, or even linked (to
save storage) directly from the repository.

+ere are two main reasons why we choose to import the
integrated data model in the posttransformation phase
rather than directly extract data from the original or, maybe,
post-reorganized data.+e first reason is reusability.+e city
objects are usually taken as static data in digital twin ap-
plications since these models’ main contents do not change
so frequently. It is efficient to manage the data in the same
compact format which will be handy for retrieval. Bidi-
rectional conversions have been developed between these
data with HDF, which means it is safe to store the data in the
compact format, HDF, for extracting and renewing the
analytical data back to the original formats. +e second
reason is accessibility. Krijnen et al. [32] mentioned that due
to the special chunking and compression mechanism when

Figure 13: +e demonstration of the index map (on the left side is the primary structure of IFC in HDF; on the right side is the index map
dataset).

Input: IFC-SPF: +e serialized IFC file with the extension of ’.ife’
Output: HDF: +e resultant serialized IFC file with the extension of ’.hdf’, Back_IFC-SPF: Reversal transformed IFC-SPF

(1) function IFC2HDF(SPF)
(2) // 0. Premise: Prepare explicit attributes of the corresponding version of EXPRESS Schema before start
(3) //1. Parse SPF into metadata and instance list with RegularExpression or others.
(4) Lines ← SPF.readlines()
(5) Head_Section, Raw_inst_lines ← Extract(Lines)
(6) File_Description, File_Name, File_Schema ← MetaData(Head_Section)
(7) Parsed_insts ← IterAndParse(Raw_inst_lines)
(8) // 2. Apply semantics to the instances based on relevant explicit attributes and classify them with IFC Entity, such as

“IfcCartesianPoint”
(9) Semantic_insts ← WrapAndClassify(Parsed_insts)
(10) //3. Transform the semantic insts into array and further datasets in HDF by defining datatype
(11) Datasets_in_hdf ← MainTransform(Semantic_insts)
(12) // 4. Write HDF
(13) HDF ← WriteToDisk(Datasets_in_hdf )
(14) end function
(15) function HDF2IFC(HDF)
(16) // 1. Extract MetaData
(17) File_Description, File_Name, File_Schema ← Extract(hdfFile.attrs)
(18) MetaData ← Repr(File_Descriptiion, File_Name, File_Schema)
(19) //2. Parse Entity instances from datasets
(20) Raw_inst_list ← Iter AndUnwrap(hdfFile[’MainContent’])
(21) //Representwith“a� b(c);” for each instance where a is inst_id, b is i fcType, c is parameter_list
(22) Inst_text_list ← Repr(Raw_inst_list)
(23) // 3. Reassemble and Write IFC-SPF
(24) Back_IDC-SPF ← ReassembleAndWrite(MetaData, Inst_text_list)
(25) end function

ALGORITHM 3: Bidirectional transformation between IFC-SPF and HDF.
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Figure 14: HDF diagram for an example CityJSON file.

Input: CityJSON: +e serialized CityGML file with the extension of ’.json’
Output: HDF: +e resultant serialized CityJSON file with the extension of ’.hdf’

(1) function DICTPARSE(hdfFile, aDirect, prew_path)
(2) prev_prev_path ← prev_path
(3) for key, valucinaDict.items() do
(4) prev_path ← “ {0}/{1}”.format(prev_prev_path, key)
(5) If type(value) ≡ dict then
(6) DictParse(hdfFile, value, prev-path)
(7) else
(8) if type(value) ≡ list then
(9) root_path ← prev_path
(10) for i� 0⟶ len(value) do
(11) item ← value[i]
(12) if type(item) ≡ dict then
(13) prev_path ← “{0}/_list_item_{1}”.format(root_path, i)
(14) DictParse(hdfFile, item, prev_path)
(15) else
(16) //Create datasets with pretreated array from regular/semiregular/irregular data
(17) end if
(18) end for
(19) else
(20) if type(value) ∈[str, int, float] then
(21) // Convert these kinds of data into attributes
(22) end if
(23) end if
(24) end if
(25) end for
(26) end function
(27) function CITYJSON2HDF (CityJSON)
(28) //1. Prepare source json and target hdf.
(29) jDict ← CityJSON
(30) hdfFile ← Open(name, mode� ’ω’)
(31) //2. Recurse DietParse function
(32) DictParse(hdfFile, jDict,“.”)
(33) //3. Write HDF
(34) HDF ← WriteToDisk(Datasets_in_hdf )
(35) end function

ALGORITHM 4:Transformation from CityJSON to HDF.
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storing data in HDF, it costs much less both time and data
size of reading. Since there are many requests for real-time
analysis and response in BIM-GIS web-based applications, it
is natural to choose the extraction steps with HDF.

+e technique route to aggregate the related transformed
city data can be followed as above (Figure 17). +e content
which is enclosed by the dashed block is still under ex-
periment. +e urban ontology for BIM-GIS integration is
designed as shown in Figure 18. For simplicity, the rela-
tionships of the entities have been omitted in this figure.+is
ontology is composed of 7 subontologies, including Anal-
ysis, Facility, Feature, Geometry, PhysicalElement, Spatia-
lElement, and Resource. Each subontology will maintain the
essential elements for the BIM-GIS integrated applications.
+e ontologies’ function is to organize the relevant, valuable
data in a particular logic so that the relationship between the
different kinds of pretreated source data can be revealed. It is

efficient to retrieve the information from these HDFs and
instantiate them through the ontology. +e HDFPath entity
is set in case some resource data are hard to instantiate. It
records the link of the target file and the path to access the
data. Moreover, in 3.2.1 IFC-SPF to HDF transformation,
the index map appending to the main content was men-
tioned. It is beneficial for data retrieval. Since we have
reordered the entity instances in the original IFC file, the
identifiers have become consistent, which means it is able to
get the target table and index through “Index_map
[instance_id-1] [1]” in constant-time query with no rele-
vance to the count of the instances in original IFC-SPF.

Section summary: the research’s core purpose is to ex-
plore a practical solution to relieve the storage burden and
improve the capacity of data mining of heterogeneous data
in BIM-GIS cooperative domains. We propose the meth-
odology based on developing a comprehensive of three

Input: HDF: +e resultant serialized CityJSON file with the extension of ’.hdf’
Output: CityJSON: +e serialized CityGML file with the extension of ’.json’

(1) function GROUPWALK(group, grandParentNode, parentNode, rootDict)
(2) for attr ∈ group.attrs do
(3) // Attributes are parsed, respectively, according to their data type, such as string, int, and float
(4) end for
(5) specialList ← List()//Prepare to hold the objects in “_list_item_#num”
(6) for elem ∈ group do
(7) if IsStarWith(elem.name, “_list”) then
(8) newNode ← GroupWalk(elem, parentNode, {}, {})
(9) specialList.append(newNode)
(10) else
(11) if type(elem) ≡ Dataset then
(12) rawList ← Listify(elem)
(13) // Remove the Paddings (-1) if the datasets are padded
(14) treatedList ← checkAndParse(rawList)
(15) parentNode[elem.Name] ← treatedList
(16) else
(17) if type(elem) ≡ Group then
(18) grandParentNode ← parentNode
(19) childNode ← parentNode[elem.Name] ← {}
(20) parentNode ← childNode
(21) rootDict ← GroupWalk(elem, grandParentNode, parentNode, rootDict)
(22) end if
(23) end if
(24) end if
(25) end for
(26) if len(specialList) ≠ 0 then
(27) grandParentNode[group.Name] ← specialList
(28) end if

return rootDict
(29) end function
(30) function HDF2CITYJSON(HDF)
(31) //1. Prepare source hdf.
(32) hdfFile ← Open(name, mode� ’r’)
(33) // 2. Recurse GroupWalk function
(34) rootDict ← GroupWalk(hdfFile, {}, {}, {})
(35) //3. Write json
(36) json.dump(rootDict, CityJSON)
(37) end function

ALGORITHM 5: Transformation from HDF to CityJSON.
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Input: InputPath: Folder path stores appearances, OutputPath: resultant hdfs’ folder path
Output: Files: HDF Files

(1) function IMAGE2HDF(InputPath, OutputPath)
(2) img_list ← List()
(3) Create hdf File⟶ f
(4) f.create_group(“appearances”)
(5) Get image file names⟶ f
(6) for i� 0⟶ len(name_list) do
(7) image_name ← name_list[i]
(8) image_dir ← path.join(path, image_name)
(9) // openev.imread can read multiple image formats
(10) img ← opencv.imread(dir_image)
(11) // opencv.cvtColor can change the color matrix into another assigned form
(12) img ←opencv.cvtColor(img, opencv.COLOR_BGR2YCR_CB)
(13) // opencv.imencode can encode image matrix to a streaming array
(14) //img_fps is the target image quality, range: (0, 100)
(15) img_param ← [int(opencv.IMW RITE_JPEG_QUALITY), img_fps]
(16) img_encode ← opencv.imencode(“.JPEG,” img, img, img-param) [1]
(17) img_list.append(img_encode)
(18) f[“appearances”].create_dataset(name� img_name, dtype� unit8,
(19) data� img_encode, compression� “gzip,” chunks� true, shuffle� true)
(20) end for
(21) end function

ALGORITHM 6: Image processing: save image to hdf and regenerate image from hdf (the image format can be JPG, PNG, BMP, and TIFF).

79.7KB in JPG 1085 × 673 × 3 × 8bit
2139.3KB in imread RGB

Original RGB YCrCb

1085 × 673 × 3 × 8bit
2139.3KB in YCrCb

Y 0.299 0.578
0.500

–0.1687
–0.4187
–0.3313

0.114 0
128
128

R
G
B

–0.0813
0.500

Cr = +
Cb

Stream encode

Img_fps = 90

60244 × 1 × 8bit compression
<= 58.8KB in HDF

Decode

Store in HDF

60244 × 1 × 8bit
58.8KB a�er encode

Figure 15: Flowchart of image processing with an exemplary image (image source from [35]).

ALTADENA - 1, 2, Z

Figure 16: An example of transformed analytical data in HDF.
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essential procedures in this section. +rough data reorga-
nization and data transformation against data resources, the
valuable data are reserved and eventually transformed into
the candidate compact and highly efficient data format, so-
called HDF, for further data mining processes. During data
aggregation, a project ontology can be imported, and further
retrieval and mapping from the transformed HDFs should
meet the requirements of this ontology. Some adjustments
have beenmade in previous phases like reordering and index
maps to extract the desired information more efficiently.

4. Result Evaluation

4.1.For IFC-SPF. Seven test models were chosen to verify the
feasibility and effectiveness of the proposed procedures.
+ese models can be divided into three groups according to
their volume as (1) group 1-tiny model: Model 1 and Model
2; (2) group 2-medium model: Model 3 and Model 4; (3)
group 3-big model: Model 5, Model 6, and Model 7. +e
detailed information about the component count and file
size of these models is listed in Figure 19. Model 6 andModel

IFC in HDF

CityGML in HDF Image in HDF

Analytical 
data in HDF

Project
ontology

Data retrieval and mapping

Knowledge
graph

Instantiation

Reasoning

Result

Figure 17: Technique route of data aggregation phase.
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Figure 18: +e experimental urban ontology designed to aggregate information from the transformed data.
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7 are real-world infrastructure models that represent
HongCaoLu underground station and ZhongChun elec-
tricity substation in Shanghai.+e twomodels have involved
the architecture and construction sections and the MEP
(Mechanical, Electrical, and Plumbing) modeling data;
herein, the corresponding IFC-SPF volumes reach
224534KB and 565152KB, respectively.

Primary data checks can be run in multiple IFC-SPF
editors, including BIMVision (Figure 20). It can be checked
whether the component count remains the same, whether
components are well positioned or not, and whether the
property sets are identical in the property section. It con-
cludes that the redundant data will be eliminated without
data loss after executing the proposed procedures.

+e duplicate count table of the 3 topmost redundant
types for 7 IFC-SPF cases (Table 1) was generated through
the comparison before and after the pretreatment process.
From this table, it can be found that, in most cases, Ifc-
CartesianPoint is the most redundant type (in Model_7, its
rank remains 4th with 1145153 duplicates).

Figure 21 illustrates the result of the two procedures on
IFC-SPF. It indicates that the process for transforming the
original IFC-SPF into the targeted data format with reor-
ganization pretreatment performs remarkably on giant
models such as Models 5, 6, and 7. However, there might be
some abnormal expansion in tiny models such as Models 1
and 2, which is probably caused by the intrinsic reserved
space for each HDF. Fortunately, the number of those tiny
models involved in urban-level data management is usually
relatively low, so we focus on the performance of giant
model data compression and further transmission.

Figure 21 also shows that it is possible to save even more
transformation time and storage space due to duplicate
removal and instance reordering compared to the previous
study. +e largest test model reaches 565,152KB in size with
270,152KB of the intermediate optimized model and
67,544KB of the final output HDF. +e optimization ratio

comes to 88% of the original file and 75% of the optimized
file, saving almost 300MB after data reorganization and
almost 500MB after transformation. Furthermore, since the
reverse transformation (from HDF to IFC) has been realized
in this research, the resultant HDF can now be treated as the
compact variant of IFC for efficient query and other data
retrieval processes.

4.2. For CityJSON. +e following table depicts the sizes of
the regular datasets such as “vertices” and “transform”
objects depending on JSON (compact version) and HDF,
respectively, to testify HDF’s efficiency in storing GIS in-
formation vividly (the source CityJSON files here originated
from [35], and the resultant HDF cost savings can be de-
tected in Table 2).

In this research, the bidirectional conversion of Cit-
yJSON and HDF has been accomplished. We verified the
new resultant CityJSON files with cjio (a Python CLI to
manipulate and validate CityJSON [47]) and got validated
with the reversal transformation.

An example of the transformed HDF from CityJSON is
demonstrated in Figure 22. +is figure expresses almost all
details when transforming CityJSON, including forming the
basic hierarchical structure, dealing with simple datasets by
using attributes, padding the irregular arrays, and decon-
structing the object list into “_list_item_#num” subgroups.

So far, since we chose to migrate the whole explicit
hierarchy into HDF, although it reserves the original
structure, it might cause unpleasant inflation in storage. +e
redundancy of the original structure can be seen in, for
instance, the identical expression for the same kind of city
objects, as shown in Figure 22. +is kind of hierarchical
redundancy will significantly affect the performance of HDF
storage. In future work, we consider learning experience
from EXPRESS and introduce an object-oriented approach
to CityGML/CityJSON to further simplify the expressions of

Model 1
Wall

1 component
5KB (original)

Model 2
Wall with widow

2 components
13KB (original)

Model 3
Cottage

118 components
4051KB (original)

Model 4
Villa with HVAC 
1662 components

25382KB (original)

Model 5
Teaching building
5668 components

52789KB (original)

Model 6
Underground station

1906 components
224534KB (original)

Model 7
Electricity substation

5360 components
565152KB (original)

Figure 19: Detailed information of 6 test model cases in IFC-SPF.
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particular objects and make full use of HDF compound
datasets.

5. Discussion

In our perspective, three main capacities of digital twin
should be achieved: (1) containing as many city features as
possible, (2) synchronizing with its host dynamically
through multiple urban data resources, and (3) forming a
real-time integrated response to the events. BIM and GIS, as

two fundamental technologies of digital twin, aim at
exploiting urban data from the micro and macro level.
Previous studies have shown that further merging the micro
and macro level urban data can bridge the cross-domain
data analysis gap. A considerable number of studies have
been conducted to integrate BIM and GIS technologies.
Much effort was put on extending one original data structure
to help embody the other or developing some novel inte-
grated data structures. However, relatively little research
focuses on the integrated storage and exchange format itself.

Figure 20: Comparison between original (left) and optimized (right) checked in BIMVision (a free viewer for IFC) (pcs means the count of
components here).

Table 1: Partial duplicate count for 7 test IFC-SPFs.

Model Original size
(KB) 1st redundant type Count 2nd redundant type Count 3rd redundant type Count

Model_1 5 IfcCartesianPoint 6 IfcDirection 6 IfcAxis2Placement3D 3
Model_2 13 IfcCartesianPoint 15 IfcDirection 11 IfcPropertySingleValue 5
Model_3 4051 IfcCartesianPoint 10160 IfcPresentationStyleAssignment 2612 IfcSurfaceStyle 2605
Model_4 25382 IfcCartesianPoint 59628 IfcPolyLoop 28444 IfcFaceOuterBound 28376
Model_5 52789 IfcCartesianPoint 9879 IfcAxis2Placement3D 7191 IfcShapeRepresentation 4992
Model_6 224534 IfcCartesianPoint 1211164 IfcAxis2Placement4D 99665 IfcShapeRepresentation 99665
Model_7 565152 IfcPolyLoop 1289515 IfcFaceOuterBound 1286657 IfcFace 1286632
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Figure 21: Comparison of the file size of IFC-SPF, optimized IFC-SPF, and IFC-HDF (optimized IFC-SPF means the intermediate IFC-SPF
after data reorganization).
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To help collect the valuable information from each field for
further integral applications, it is also necessary to propose
an appropriate scheme which should obtain high efficiency
of integration under the premise of little information loss.

Both BIM and GIS have been ameliorating their own
open official data standard. +is paper analyzed the defects
of currently prevalent official data formats when chosen as
an alternative media for integration, including text-based,
verbose, redundant, storage-challenging, and incomplete. To
solve this dilemma, we propose an HDF-based compre-
hensive scheme of compact, vendor-neutral, and hetero-
geneity-friendly approach to support the integration of BIM-
GIS. +e scheme is constituted with three subprocedures:
data reorganization, data transformation, and data
aggregation.

First, in the data reorganization part, we contribute to
proposing the duplicate removal and instance reordering
with pure text processing no matter which programming
language is chosen (we have succeeded in Python and C#)
and which version of IFC schema is followed. It is fruitful to
have the original file get slim (51% reduction in Model 6 and
52% reduction in Model 7) and relieve the burden of storage
and exchange of detailed structural models in digital twin.
Additionally, instance reordering improves the query effi-
ciency through the index map since it is already consistent in

identifiers. Moreover, we treat the data in CityJSON as
regular, semiregular, and irregular and pretreat them sep-
arately to make them prepared for further transformation.

Next, in the data transformation phase, the bidirectional
conversion to HDF of all four kinds of data is realized in city
information modeling. For IFC-SPF, we add the index map
and file metadata of the original IFC in HDF and then back-
convert the data from HDF to IFC. Besides, the version-
neutral transformation process can be fulfilled without
importing a special IFC processor. +e transformation ef-
ficiency is very satisfactory for IFC since it is EXPRESS-
based and object-oriented. +e test results show that the
largest test model can be first optimized from 565,152KB
into 270,152KB by data reorganization and finally trans-
formed into 67,544KB of HDF. For CityJSON, we also
propose the bidirectional conversion algorithms with re-
cursion to improve interoperability. All the hierarchical
structures of the CityJSON are retained, and the redundancy
of hierarchy is, to some extent, harmful for HDF storage
since the datasets become small but numerous. For images,
we apply the encode and decode process of a standard image.
+e bidirectional transformation is especially vital to the
interoperability, representing the ability to convert the
modified HDF (if it happens in further analysis) back into
the original file format to make it entirely consistent.

Table 2: Storage cost for vertices and transform objects in JSON and HDF.

Vertices and transform object∗ JSON (KB) HDF (KB) Compression ratio
Two buildings 6 12 100%
3-20-DELFSHAVEN 506 158 −69%
DenHaag_01 541 164 −70%
LoD3_Railway 1378 297 −78%
VM05_2009 1512 368 −76%
Vienna_102081 2066 485 −77%
DA13_3D_Buildings_Merged 29125 7460 −74%
Zurich_Building_LoD2_V10 95239 22534 −76%
∗Here, we compared the performance of the regular data containers which are mentioned in Section 3.1.2.

Figure 22: A demonstration of almost all details of the transformed CityJSON in HDF.
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Finally, in the data aggregation phase, a technique route
is proposed to establish the semantic relationships between
the objects in transformed heterogeneous resources under
a project ontology’s supervision. In most application sce-
narios, there is no need for all the related models’ infor-
mation to get analyzed. Populating all the instances from
BIM and GIS of an integrated project into a unified urban
ontology will induce storage waste. +us, we consider an
HDF-based project repository as the critical base waiting
for data extraction to further instantiate only the required
data with the target application ontology. By retrieving the
relevant data from transformed HDF files, it is possible to
further save query and storage costs. In the future, more
practical experiments will be conducted to evaluate this
phase.

6. Conclusion and Future Work

Being processed under the proposed comprehensive data
reorganization, data transformation, and data aggregation,
the potentially valuable information will be fully restored.
+e data storage will be saved about 60%–80% for IFC-SPF
and 60%–70% for regular CityJSON contents, more for
original CityGML files. +e effect on semiregular and ir-
regular data in CityGML deserves further research. We
believe this light-weight processing and transformation for
both data formats might be surprisingly profitable in further
integrated BIM-GIS applications.

Until now, although the intrinsic information of both
BIM and GIS has been extracted compactly and trans-
formed together in storage and exchange level integration
and partially semantic level integration, there are still two
issues remained to be solved: (1) the organization of this
proposed integrated data structure is still relatively loose
and dispersed and (2) the semantic ambiguity of interfields
might cause novel redundancy. To help guide the orga-
nization of the integrated data structure of BIM-GIS in
HDF, in future research, more further efforts will be made
to improve our project ontology. Besides, the next step to
do is to examine the proposed ontology in more practical
scenarios.

Additionally, through this research, it has been found
out that the data transformation of CityGML usually takes
more effort than that of IFC, which is caused by data
regularity. IFC standard is derived from EXPRESS, and the
physical file can be easily divided into defined entities.
Each instance of a defined entity has the same attribute
matrix, making it easier to be transformed into HDF
datasets. In future work, we consider absorbing both the
original JSON structure and object-oriented approach to
simplify the expressions of specific objects in CityGML/
CityJSON to achieve more satisfying results when parsing
into HDF.

Data Availability

+e data used to support the findings of this study are
available from the corresponding author upon request.

Additional Points

Highlights. (i) Proposing an HDF based synthesized scheme
towards the practical application of BIM-GIS integration
with data reorganization, transformation, and aggregation
processes. (ii) Executing efficient data reorganization with
redundancy elimination and reordering for original IFC-
SPF and CityGML. (iii) Presenting bidirectional and vendor-
neutral data transformation methods to embody heteroge-
neous data formats including model data, images, and an-
alytical datasets in urban projects. (iv) Delivering a compact
representation for BIM-GIS integrated information based on
HDF.
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